READING

SPELLINGS

MATHS

Remember to read 3-4 times a

Don’t forget to practise your

Practise your times tables, up to 12

week. Ask an adult to write in

spellings weekly and learn any

x 12. Your Times Table Rockstars

your reading journal.

key words.

log in is in your Reading Journal.



Use different items around the house/garden
to make your spelling words and take a photo.

2pts



2pts



Think of something that might cause a
disagreement at home or school (rules to a
game, when to tidy your room, etc.) and write
a persuasive argument to bring someone
around to your point of view.

3pts

Write about a time that you showed
Forgiveness and illustrate it.



Write a prayer which focuses on
Forgiveness.

2pts



4pts

Come up with 3 or 4 text messages (that use
text message language). Re-write them as
formally as if they were a note to the Queen.

3pts

Explain, as clearly as possible, how a renewable
energy source of your choice works – bonus
marks for creative and clear diagrams!



3pts

Write an ‘I feel…’ statement (I feel excited
about PGL.). Use synonyms and alternative
pronouns to write 10 statements that mean
the same as your first (I am eager about the
residential).

2pts

Record the route taken on a family outing or
trip to the shops on a map. See if you can use
the map to work out how far you travelled.



Research a major discovery in Electricity. Who
was the scientist behind it? Why was it a major
discovery?

2pts



Pick an everyday item from around the home.
What resources have been used to make this
item? Where have these resources come from?
Present your answers as creatively as possible.

3pts



Draw a map using Ordnance Survey symbols (it
could be of a real or fictional place).

3pts



Take a label from your favourite food (tinned
foods work best!) – where do all the ingredients
come from? Show this on a map of the world.
What are the food miles for this food?
www.foodmiles.com

4pts
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Complete a task on Mathletics.

2pts



Find a magazine (or a newspaper). How many
pages are there? How many pages have adverts
on them? Write a sentence expressing a
proportion (My magazine has ___ pages, ___
have adverts on them.). Create a ratio like this…
(Number of pages with adverts: number of
pages without adverts) then simplify it.

3pts



Earn 5000 more coins on Times Table Rockstars!

2pts



Look up the temperature for 10 locations around
the world. Put them in ascending order. Imagine
that you are on a trip that takes you to five of
these destinations. What is the difference in
temperature between each location?

3pts

TERM 4 – Energy Matters
This is your pick and mix home
learning.
Complete at least 1 of these
activities each week, handing the
completed home learning in on a
Friday. You should spend no
longer than 1 hour per week on
an activity and take activities
from all of the different sections.

Home Learning Certificates
Bronze – 6 points, Silver – 9 points,
Gold – 12 points, Platinum – 15 points
20pts+ Special Award!

